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Blackpink's  Lisa s tops  into Bulgari Zepeto World on Aug. 31. Image credit: Bulgari
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Italian luxury brand Bulgari is  opening an exclusive virtual world on Zepeto, a popular Asian metaverse platform, as
of Aug. 31.

The Roman jeweler's pop-up store and caf physically located in Parnas Hotel Jeju in South Korea has been recreated
online for Bulgari Zepeto World, and is now open to digital visitors. Converted into a digital experience, the virtual
pop-up store "Bulgari Sunset in Jeju" bridges the space between virtual and real-life shopping excursions.

Bulgari x Blackpink
Bulgari Zepeto World showcases the 2022 Bulgari resort collection, which draws direct inspiration from the summer
sky and features hues of opulent gold and warm apricot. Virtual visitors can also indulge in sweets and sips at the
Bvlgari Sunset in Jeju.

Digital avatars  accessorized with Bulgari jewelry and handbags . Image courtesy of Bulgari

To incentivize a more engaging user experience, visitors will gain access to the Bulgari resort collection and
signature accessory pieces with which to dress their avatars, in exchange for completing quests. Users can also
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dress their avatars in visually striking B.zero1, Divas' Dream and Serpenti collection pieces.

On Aug. 31, Thai rapper Lisa of K-Pop group Blackpink will host a virtual live event in Bulgari World. Fans will be
able to take selfies with Bulgari's global ambassador as her avatar navigates interactive spaces.

Zepeto, a metaverse platform run by Naver Z, has upwards of 320 million users worldwide following its 2018 launch.
Eighty percent of its  users are teenagers, and the popularity of such platforms speaks to the growing adoration from
young adults of both virtual reality tools and the metaverse.

The metaverse is a crucial outlet for retailers to connect with consumers (see story) and many luxury brands are
swiftly entering the new frontier.
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